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ABSTRACT 

 

Compact design is an extremely important criterion in the recent development error tolerant applications 

based on the high performance processor core. The performance of the processor core depends upon the data 

pro cessing sub-system architectures. Area, delay and power reduction in the cost of Compact accuracy have 

become the critical requirement of high quantity data computing Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) 

architectures. In this paper, we proposed Compact Energy efficient Error Tolerant Adders (CEETAs) which 

have efficient design metrics for data intensive applications. To achieve area and energy efficiency, Simplified 

gate level Approximate Full Adders (SAFAs) are proposed in the inaccurate part of the CEETA and CEETA1 

designs. The simulation result shows that the proposed SAFAs based CEETA1 adder exhibits low power 

consumption, less Power-Delay Product (PDP), less Area-Delay Product (ADP) and it offers a savings of 

51.63%, 43.87%, 48.57%, 36.52%, 36.84%, 15.72%, 18.18% area than the conventional CSLA, SAET-CSLA, 

ETCSLA, HSETA, HSSSA, HPETA-I, HPETA-II, respectively. Further, the Simplified Approximate Full 

Adders (SAFA1E and SAFA2E), 4-2 Approximate Compressor (AC) modules based High Performance Error 

Tolerant Multipliers (HPETMs) are proposed for error computation, the propagation delay and the gate count 

reduction on the carry generation path are proposed in the SAFA and AC designs. The proposed HPETM1 has 

a significant amount of power and area savings and it exhibits 24.95%, 29.87%, 30.41%, 31.79%, 31.68%, 

33.87%, and 35.58% lesser delay than the existing AM1, AM2, SSM, ACM1, ACM2, ACM3 and CDM 

respectively. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Minimizing important for a wide variety of high 

quantity digital data computing applications, because 

of the increasing levels of integration and the desire 

for porta bility. Since performance is often limited by 

the speed of arithmetic components, it is also 

important to maximize the speed. Power reduction 

has to be addressed at every design level, like gate and 

transistor-level technology where most of the power 

can be saved at the high level of abstraction. At the 

gate level of high performance architectures, an 

optimized compact design is desired to tolerant 

applications. To achieve energy and area efficiency 

achieve energy efficiency, high speed, and to be 

reliable for with high speed for the high quantity 

digital data high quantity digital data computing ap 

plications. Good driving capability under different 

load conditions and balanced output in order to avoid 

glitches is also important. Since the modules are 
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duplicated in large numbers, layout regularity, and 

Several optimization tech niques have been proposed 

to minimize the area of the design while maintaining 

the performance. They are path based optimization 

and global optimization in the design. In path-based 

optimization, gates in the critical paths are upsized to 

achieve the desired performance, while the gates 

counts in the off critical paths are reduced to achieve 

low power consumption. In the global optimization, 

all gates counts in the architecture are globally 

optimized for a given delay. The architectures are 

mostly designed for the highest performance to satisfy 

the overall system cycle time requirements. They are 

composed of large and highly parallel architectures 

with logic regularity. As such, the leakage power 

consumption is substantial for such architectures. 

However, every application does not require a fast 

circuit to operate at the highest performance level all 

the time. Different circuit techniques have been 

proposed to reduce leakage energy utilizing the 

timing slack without impacting performance. These 

techniques can be categorized based on when and 

how they utilize the available timing slack. Dual 

threshold voltage statically assigns high threshold 

voltage to some transistors of logic gates in non-

critical paths at the design time so as to reduce 

leakage current. The techniques, which utilize the 

slack in runtime, can be divided into two groups 

depending on reduced standby leakage or active 

leakage. Standby leakage reduction techniques can 

put the entire system in a low leakage mode when the 

computation is not required. Active leakage reduction 

techniques slow down the system by dynamically 

changing the threshold voltage to reduce leakage 

when maximum per formance is not needed. In active 

mode, the operating temperature increases due to the 

switching activities of transistors. This has an 

exponential effect on sub-threshold leakage making 

this the dominant leakage component during the 

active mode and amplifying the leakage power. The 

logic gates optimization and switching activity in the 

critical path basically influences the area, speed, 

power dissipation, and the wiring complexity of a 

chip level VLSI system. In a VLSI system, application-

specific digital signal processing architecture has been 

implemented for a high quantity digital data 

computing applications [29]. The performance of the 

digital signal processor core is arisen, which depend 

on the configuration, design parameters and effective 

utilization of the data path and on-chip memory 

architectures. The performance of the most critical 

functional units in the data path unit is totally 

dependent on being adders. While considering the 

elementary structure of error tolerant applications, it 

is a combination of the mul tipliers and delays, which 

in turn are the combination of the adders in the data 

path unit. If adders are too slow or consume more 

energy, the overall performance of the processor will 

be degraded. Initially, a Conventional Full Adder 

(CFA) was used to operate at high accuracy. 

 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

 

It shows the logical behavior of the Conventional Full 

Adder (CFA) and the existing AFAs. Logic operations 

of the CFA are given in Eqs. (1) and 

(2). Carry = (A ⊕ B)⋅C + A⋅B (1) 

 

Sum = (A ⊕ B) ⊕ C (2) 

 

The gate level architecture of CFA has two 

Conventional Half Adder (CHA) structures and one 

OR-ed gate. The CFA structure has thirteen basic 

logic gates (AND, OR and NOT gates), six logic gate 

delays in thesum (S) generation output and five logic 

gate delays in the carry (CY) generation output. The 

gate-level architecture of CHA, which has six basic 

logic gates, three logic gate delays on the sum 

generation path and one logic gate delay on the carry 

generation path. Approximate full adders exhibit a 

faster result with energy and area efficiency than the 

conventional full adder. The gate-level architecture of 

AFA-2 logic [2], which has six basic logic gates, three 

logic gate delays for carry generation output and four 
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logic gate delays for sum generation output. The 

approximate sum output of AFA-2 is derived from the 

accurate carry output by using inverter gate logic. 

Similarly, in the CNTFET-based Inexact Full Adder 

(IFA), the accurate carry output is derived from the 

approximate sum output by using inverter logic]. 

Hence, both AFA-2 and IFA have two errors in the 

sum output and no error in the carry output, when all 

the input bits having uniform distribution as ‘111’ or 

‘000’ which is shown in equations. The carry 

generation path has two basic logic gates and one of 

the two XOR gates is replaced with an OR gate on the 

sum generation path of the AFA. This results in two 

errors out of eight cases. This provides more 

simplification in gate count as seven and two logic 

gate delays in the carry propagation output, while 

maintaining the difference between the original and 

the approximate value as one [. Logic complexity 

reduction at the gate-level AFAs is presented in. In 

Modified Full Adder (MFA) , carry output has two 

errors out of eight cases and it has accurate sum 

output function. sum generation path has ten basic 

logic gates and six logic gate delays. The limitation of 

the design offers more critical path sum delay and 

area overhead on the sum computation path. If any 

error exists in the carry output, the accurate value 

will be generated in the sum output which increases 

the error distance value as two. The error probability 

in carry increases with increase in the size of the 

input bits . The MBAFA-I and MBAFA-II are based 

on the multiplexer logic and these adders have two 

errors out of eight cases and the error distance value 

as one. The gate-level architecture of the MBAFA-I 

has 6 basic logic gates and these gates are employed 

on the sum logic formulation. The gate-level 

architecture of MBAFA-II logic has 7 basic logic gates. 

The six basic logic gates are employed on the sum 

logic formulation and one basic logic gate is 

incorporated on the carry generation path. The value 

of the Error Distance (ED), Pass Rate (PR) and Error 

Rate (ER) is an important factor to calculate the 

accuracy in the approximate compu tation. ED is the 

arithmetic difference between error and exact outputs. 

MFA has more error distance to compare with other 

approximate adders. The pass rate is represented by 

the number of correct outputs over thanthe total 

number of outputs. The error rate is mentioned by a 

number of inexact outputs over than the total number 

of outputs. 

 

SIMPLIFIED APPROXIMATE FULL ADDER1E 

 

  

  

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

The main goal of the SAFA designs is gate level 

optimization on the sum generation path and carry 

propagation path to achieve area and energy 

efficiency for a large word size CEETA and HPETM 

designs. In full adders, XOR-ed gates occupy more 

area and it exhibits high delay on the sum generation 

path. So that in the SAFAs design, the XOR gates are 

replaced with basic logic gates (AND, OR, NOT) on 
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the sum generation path. The proposed SAFA1E, 

SAFA2E and SAFA3E logics are made of 2- input 

AND-ed, 2-input OR-ed, and 1-input inverter gates. 

The proposed SAFA4E logic is made of 2-input OR-ed 

gate. Fig. 1 shows the general gate-level architecture 

of the SAFA1E which has 7 basic logic gates and these 

gates are employed on the sum and carry logic 

formulation. The simplified logic functions of the 

SAFA1E design as given in Eqs. (3-4). 

Carry = A⋅B + C⋅(A + B) (3) 

Sum = Carry ⋅(A + B + C) (4) 

This results in one error in the sum bit and no error 

in the carry bit out of eight cases. The accurate value 

in carry bit and inaccurate value in sum bit maintain 

the error distance as one when the input bits are 

uniformly presented as “111” is shown in Table 2. 

Sum = A⋅(B + C) + B⋅C (5)  

Carry = A (6) 

Sum = A. (B + C) (7)  

Carry = A (8)  

Sum = B + C (9) 

Carry = A(10) 

 

Similarly, Figs. 2-4 show the general gate-level 

architecture of the proposed SAFA2E, SAFA3E, 

SAFA4E designs, which have 5, 3, 1 basic logic gates 

respectively and these gates are employed on the sum 

logic formulation. The most significant bit (A) of the 

inputs is directly assigned as a carry output which 

reduces a node capacitance and im 

proves the speed of computation on the carry 

propagation path. The proposed SAFA2E, SAFA3E, 

SAFA4E designs have less carry output delay than the 

sum output delay. The proposed SAFA2E, SAFA3E 

and output feature and the gate count reduction in 

the sum. generation feature, the proposed SAFA2E, 

SAFA3E, SAFA4E designs are more favorable than the 

existing AFA designs for area-energy efficient 

implementation of large word-size high performance 

error tolerant adders. 

 

 

SIMPLIFIED APPROXIMATE FULL ADDER2E 

 

 
 

 
 

SIMPLIFIED APPROXIMATE FULL ADDER 3E 
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SIMPLIFIED APPROXIMATE FULL ADDER 4E 

 

 
 

 
  

IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS 

 

 

 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

Here we can design a high speed area efficient 4:2 

compressor architecture and by introducing error we 

can gain area efficiency i.e by reducing components 

(gates) to get reduced size of the circuit. 
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